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QUESTION 1

You want to use the different options for planning in SAP ECC. What is the correct sequence of the planning
procedures? 

A. Sales and operations planning -> Demand management -> Long-term planning -> Material requirements planning ->
Capacity planning 

B. Demand management -> Sales and operations planning -> Capacity planning -> Long- term planning > Material
requirements planning 

C. Material requirements planning -> Demand management -> Sales and operations planning -> Longterm planning ->
Capacity planning 

D. Long-term planning -> Sales and operations planning -> Demand management -> Material requirements planning ->
Capacity planning 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In SAP ECC, you calculate the standard available capacity for a work center capacity using the following data: 

-Start: 7:00:00 a.m. 

-End: 3:00:00 p.m. 

-Break duration: 1 hour 

-Rate of utilization: 80% 

-Overload: 110% 

-

Number of individual capacities: 1 How large is the standard available capacity? 

A. 

8 hours 

B. 

5.6 hours 

C. 

6.16 hours 

D. 

7 hours 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following requirements for a manufacturing plant can be supported by using process manufacturing?
(Choose three.) 

A. Master recipe-based manufacturing. 

B. Material requirements planning for production resources. 

C. Manufacturing without orders. 

D. Variable calculation of material quantities (product output, material usage). 

E. Manufacturing in charge quantities. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements best defines SAP ERP? 

A. SAP ERP is an application that supports all processes involving direct customer contact throughout the entire
customer relationship life cycle. 

B. SAP ERP is an application that a company can use to manage its business processes efficiently. 

C. SAP ERP is a system in which advanced planning and optimization processes can be mapped. 

D. SAP ERP is a system hardware that includes components such as Purchasing, Sales and Distribution, Materials
Management, and Production. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which data forms the basis for calculating the capacity requirement for an operation? (Choose three.) 

A. Standard values (routing) 

B. In-house production time (material master) 

C. Transport time (routing) 

D. Formulas (work center) 

E. Operation control key (routing) 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements about consumption are correct? (Choose two) 

A. Consumption takes place on the material level between the planned independent requirements and the planned
orders. 

B. Consumption parameters (consumption mode and consumption interval) can be set in the material master or in the
MRP group. 

C. Consumption is restructured with the planning run. 

D. Consumption can take place between order reservations and planned independent requirements, depending on the
strategy. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which property applies for consumption with planning strategy 40 (planning with final assembly)? 

A. Consumption creates a static and binding assignment between the planned independent requirements and the
customer requirements for the entire procurement process. 

B. Consumption takes place with the planning material. 

C. Consumption can reduce the total originally planned production quantity. 

D. Consumption can increase the total originally planned production quantity. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which option for selecting a routing exists when you create a production order? 

A. Automatic selection of a reference operation set 

B. Manual selection based on settings in the order type-dependent parameters 

C. Automatic selection based on the selection ID in the material master 

D. Manual selection based on the list of routings maintained in the material master 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

Which of the following statements about the planning functions available in SAP ECC is correct? 

A. Master production scheduling (MPS) refers to preferred planning of important materials. 

B. Material requirements planning (MRP) includes automatic capacity leveling. 

C. Long-term planning (LTP) is a long-term form of forecast planning. 

D. In demand management (DM) material shortage situations are identified and corresponding receipt elements are
created. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

When maintaining a work center, formulas can be assigned in the scheduling view. Formulas use formula parameters
for calculation. 

What can be the origin of the formula parameters used for scheduling? (Choose three) 

A. User-defined fields in the operation of routings 

B. General operation values of routings 

C. General item values of bill of materials 

D. General values from work scheduling view of the material master 

E. Standard values in the operations of routings 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following statements about the SAP Solution Manager listed is correct? 

A. Solution Manager is part of the SAP ECC System. 

B. Solution Manager is an add-on industry solution. 

C. Solution Manager is a stand-alone system that communicates with other systems in a system landscape. 

D. Solution Manager is a satellite system in a system landscape. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12
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Where in the SAP ECC system can you define production versions? 

A. In the material master 

B. In the routing 

C. In the bill of material 

D. In the work center 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following elements can be used in a process order? (Choose three) 

A. Process instructions 

B. Parallel sequences 

C. Relationships 

D. Suboperations 

E. Phases 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A material was planned in the context of SAP ECC material requirements planning. The MRP controller subsequently
processed the material by manually converting a specific planned order into a production order. The MRP controller now
accesses the current stock/requirements list and the MRP list for this material and compares these two lists. 

What do you have to consider for the two lists at this stage? (Choose two) 

A. The stock/requirements list was updated the moment it was accessed. 

B. The MRP list displays the production order. 

C. The MRP list has the status "processed". 

D. The stock/requirements list displays the production order. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15
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Which of the following organizational efforts can be minimized using the KANBAN procedure? 

A. Effort for material staging 

B. Effort for capacity planning 

C. Effort for Sales and Operations Planning (SOP) 

D. Effort for master data maintenance 

Correct Answer: A 
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